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oikos NOVA NOVA oikos

A resource of which 
our territory is rich, 
a source from which 
to draw fully to 
convey exclusivity 
to our products.

As the extraordinary 
model of the ancient 
Arsenal of Venice 
teaches us, a work 
of art is the result of 
a perfect industrial 
organization 
combined with quality 
craftsmanship work.

When the design meets 
the Italian creative 
genius and passionate 
craftsmanship, each 
product becomes unique.

Our art, a Made in Italy 
distinctive sign.
Creative turmoil and 
freedom of expression as 
origin of any creativeness.

This is the "secret ingredient"
that we use every day in 
everything we do. It's our 
way of working.
The only one we know.

It's the continuous 
improvement 
that allows us to 
guarantee the 
highest performance
and the use of 
cutting-edge 
technology.
In the processes
and in the products.

INNOVATION

CULTURE

ARSENALITÀ

DESIGN

CREATIVITY

PASSION

Oikos philosophy 

There, where there is still much to explore, much to know, much to build and invent.
Here is where Nova was created. An infinite space where the Italian culture of beauty,
the unlimited creativity, the passion for research and the art of design gravitate.
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oikos NOVA NOVA oikos

Innovative shapes, colors, materials and solutions 
always in line with the latest trends of interior design. 

The perfect integration of the door with the living environment
as cornerstone of our philosophy.

A rediscovered attention to the outside environment leads 
to thinking of the landscape. 

Nova becomes the conjunction point, almost invisible, 
between two worlds that do not exclude each other any longer, 
but coexist. 
Bringing the landscape inside, to us.

Entrance architectural 
solutions that look beyond
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oikos NOVA NOVA oikos

Landscapes of the earth
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Landscapes of the North
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oikos NOVA NOVA oikos

Landscapes of the city
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oikos NOVA NOVA oikos

A specific color
for each landscape

Nova visually opens the 
space to the outside 
world through colors, 
materials and finishes that 
are chosen to ensure a 
complete integration of the 
entrance solution with the 
surrounding landscape.

The collection 
features
12 finishes carefully 
selected to match 
the dominant 
chromatic and 
material features 
of the different 
contexts.

Cold colors

Light colors

Warm colors

Dark colors

Metropolitan

CosmosSmoke

Lagoon Green

Deep Blue

Sea Silver Ice

Pearl

Sand

CopperGoldPlatinum
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oikos NOVA NOVA oikos

Door on glass façade
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oikos NOVA NOVA oikos

Door with minimal-frame side panels
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oikos NOVA NOVA oikos

Door on glass façade
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NOVA oikos
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oikos NOVA

Minimum dimensions
with bullet-proof and
sledgehammer-proof
thermal glass.

Maximum dimensions
with bullet-proof and 
sledgehammer-proof
thermal glass.

Maximum dimensions
with laminated
thermal glass.

Nova allows creating fully 
glazed out-of-size entrance 
solutions thanks to the nature 
of its features: the renewed 
pivoting opening mechanism 
and the steel support structure.

Freedom in terms of size
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synua nova oikos

et passage 120 cm

hole opening 150 cm

et passage

internal side

external side

Door, glass and handle 
become a single element, 
making the door 
homogeneous and free from 
any grooves or protrusions.

Opening mechanism range Thermal-break frame

Total coplanarity

Thanks to its new pivoting 
opening mechanism, Nova 
allows for a greater net 
passage, which results in
a wider useful space for 
the threshold crossing.

It increases exponentially 
the thermal insulation 
performance of the door while 
keeping the safety features 
and break-in performance 
values unchanged.
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oikos NOVA NOVA oikos

Internal External

The Nova handle 
It is possible to diversify 
the color and finishes of 
the inner and outer frames 
in order to create new 
harmonies between the 
spaces. The handles are 
available in matching or 
contrasting color
to the frame one.
The choice also depends 
on the type of public or 
private environment in 
which the solution is used.

A game of elements
A frame on the landscape
is the expression of what
it encloses. This means 
that each of its elements 
is the result of free 
combinations. A modular 
and customizable game.

Light color
ICE

Light color
SAND

Cold color
DEEP BLUE

Cold color
LAGOON GREEN

Cold color
SEA SILVER

Warm color
GOLD

Warm color
PLATINUM

Warm color
COPPER

Light color
PEARL

Dark color 
COSMOS

Dark color 
METROPOLITAN

Dark color 
SMOKE
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